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CHAPTER 1 –  INTRODUCTION 

Summary of Changes: There were very few changes to Chapter One.  

 The methodology changed somewhat because this is an update to a plan.  

I.  PROBLEM STATEMENT, PURPOSE, AUTHORITY, AND NEED 

 

Early County, Georgia is susceptible to natural and technological hazards that have the 

possibility of causing serious threat to the health and security of the county’s citizens.  The 

cost of response to and recovery from potential disasters can be lessened when attention is 

turned to mitigating impacts and effects before they happen.  Each year weather-related 

disasters in the United States cause approximately 500 deaths and approximately $14 

billion in property damage.1  As the nation’s communities continue to expand, carrying 

with them physical development farther across the landscape, the number of people and 

developed properties in the path of natural hazards increases significantly.  Consequently, 

the loss of life and property suffered by victims has increased with each disaster, and 

survivors of these calamities turn to government for redress, increasing the financial 

burden placed on the nation’s taxpayers.  In an effort to reduce such losses communities 

are being prompted to identify how, where and why they are susceptible to natural 

disasters, and take measures to mitigate, or reduce/eliminate exposure to them and the 

loss of life and property that so frequently occurs.   

 

Preparation of this document is Early County’s response to the Disaster Mitigation Act of 

2000, an amendment to the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance 

Act.  This law authorizes release of federal financial assistance to communities that have 

experienced a disaster of such severity as to receive a presidential declaration.  Simply 

stated, the referenced amendment establishes an additional eligibility requirement; after 

November 1, 2004, to be eligible for federal financial disaster assistance a community must 

not only have been declared a disaster area by the president of the United States, but must 

have prepared and adopted a federally approved pre-disaster mitigation plan.   

 

                                                             
1 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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This is not to suggest that mitigation is novel to the community.  In recent years, Early 

County has been among the state’s more aggressive communities in planning and 

implementing preparedness activities.  The current effort expands upon those of previous 

years by placing an increased emphasis on reducing the losses which commonly occur as a 

result of disaster so the cost of response and recovery will also be less.  The importance of 

such efforts was clearly manifested locally in March 2007 with the devastating tornadoes 

that struck the county. 

 

This plan is not intended as a comprehensive identification and assessment of all potential 

hazards; only those deemed most likely to occur.  It is recognized the community could be 

assailed by a disaster not addressed herein.  Neither does it address the local impacts 

which may result from a disaster occurring elsewhere, such as the burden placed on a 

community because of its location on a hurricane evacuation route. 

 

II.  METHODOLOGY, PARTICIPANTS, PROCESS  

In May 2015, the Southwest Georgia Regional Commission (SWGRC) began working with 

Early County to update the Pre-Hazard Mitigation Plan. The commission staff formed a 

committee at the Pre-Hazard Mitigation Plan Kickoff Meeting on May 29th, 2015 consisting 

of EMA/EMS personnel, Administrators, department heads, Humane Society, and Red Cross 

officials. It was at this meeting that the newly formed committee decided that since this 

was an update to the plan, subcommittees would not be necessary because most of the data 

had already been assembled from the current plan and needed minor updating and 

tweaking to be usable. The committee that had worked on the previous plan was a diverse 

group consisting of members from most of the jurisdictions, so the product they had 

developed was a good base for this update.  Early County and its municipalities each 

participated in the previous Hazard Mitigation Plan and they continued to do so in this 

plan. Each section of the plan was scrutinized by the SWGRC and the executive committee 

to assess the current content and offer additions/alternatives based on the new 

requirements of FEMA and community goals. Other local documents were scrutinized to 

determine if any inconsistencies exist. These documents include Early County’s 

Comprehensive Plan, Early County’s Emergency Operations Plan and the Southwest 

Georgia Regional Plan. 

 

As is customary, the comprehensive plan addressed community facilities; most, if not all, of 

which were identified in this document as critical facilities.  Some issues, such as flood 
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plains, were addressed in the natural resources section but have since been updated by 

FEMA.  The local comprehensive plan is scheduled for update by October 31st, 2018.   

 

The emergency operations plan (EOP) was also reviewed and portions were used for 

preparation of this document.  It was found, however, that the LEOP is less concerned 

about mitigation and more about response, which is the whole point of the plan so much of 

it although informative proved not very useful in the mitigation plan. A copy of the EOP 

may be found in Appendix C. 

 

Numerous other sources were used in the course of plan preparation, including the Georgia 

Department of Natural Resources, Georgia Forestry Commission, Georgia Tornado 

Database, National Climatic Data Center, National Weather Service, newspaper articles, and 

interviews with numerous local sources. The information gathered from these sources 

filled in the gaps and details that tables of data could not provide. By interviewing local 

sources about conditions during and after storms it provided us with an “eyes on the 

ground” perspective that may not have been gotten especially if the storm had only isolated 

pockets of severity. The 2011 Georgia Hazard Mitigation Strategy was also reviewed, and 

although informative, not enough information specific to Early County could be gleaned for 

inclusion. A Flood Mitigation Assistance Plan does not exist for Early County and could not 

be reviewed. A Flood Insurance study was completed in 2009 to establish the actuarial 

flood insurance rates and to assist the community in its efforts to promote sound floodplain 

management. The 2009 Flood Insurance Study did not provide Base Flood Elevations’s 

(BFE’s) for any creeks and rivers.  The Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) was 

reviewed and utilized as wildfire is still a serious threat in Early County. 

 

In April 2016, a HMPC was convened consisting of various department heads and 

personnel representing Early County and its municipalities. This group began examining 

the existing document and analyzing its contents. Each section of the plan was reviewed 

and analyzed to determine if the contents are still valid and whether the contents need to 

be updated. The Local Hazard, Risk, and Vulnerability section was scrutinized to determine 

the top disasters that face Early County and it was found that tornados are the biggest 

threat to Early County. The prioritized list of hazards affecting Early County and its 

municipalities has changed only slightly with extreme heat being removed from the list of 

threats.  
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Tornados/High winds and floods are still the top hazards faced by Early County.  

 

Man-made hazards were reviewed by the HMPC and, although still a threat, the situation 

relative to this threat in Early County has not changed and being prepared for these 

hazards and how to react to these types of hazards is handled within the Early County Local 

Emergency Operations Plan, therefore man-made hazards have been removed from this 

plan.   

 

The goals and objectives were reviewed by the HMPC to first determine whether the goals 

had changed and if so to what degree. The objectives and tasks were then reviewed based 

on the following basic criteria: 

 Is the objective or task still in line with the goals? 

 Are the objectives and tasks appropriate for accomplishing the goal? 

 Are the tasks associated with each objective cost effective? 

 Are there more efficient ways to accomplish the stated goal and objective? 

 

The Plan Maintenance section was reviewed based on the following criteria: 

 Are action steps being overlooked? 

 Is measurable progress being made towards goals? 

 Is the plan maintenance section cost effective? 

 

There were no changes made to this section because it was determined that the criteria 

were being met. 

 

After changes had been proposed, the SWGRC looked at the newest requirements for PHMP 

from FEMA and GEMA and how to reassemble the plan with proposed changes into an 

initial draft to be presented to GEMA for comments. At this time a public hearing was held 

to allow public comment.  

 

Executive Committee – comprised of City and County Officials and various stakeholders. 
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In general, the Executive Committee convened once every 60 days during their months of 

activity, although some activity extended beyond a month.   

 

 Alida Ward –Health Department – Nurse Manager 

 Phillip Law – Early County Code Enforcement - Officer 

 Tim Hardrick – Early County Sheriff Dept – Chief Deputy 

Wynn Bush – Early County Tax Assessor – Chief Appraiser 

Brantley Smith – Georgia Forest Service – Ranger II 

Danny Williams – City of Blakely Gas Dept. - Superintendent 

 June Merritt – Early County Board of Commissioners - Chairman 

Debbie Butler – City of Damascus - Mayor 

 Ray Jarrett – Early County – Past EMA Director 

 Spencer Mueller – Early County – County Administrator 

 Harvey McCoy – Early County – Assistant Road Superintendent 

 Patricia Levette – City of Damascus – Councilmember 

 Cecilia Dixon – City of Jakin – City Clerk 

 Anthony Gentry – Early County - EMA Director 

Steve O’Neil – Southwest Georgia Regional Commission 

The Southwest Georgia Regional Commission assisted the committees with data collection, 

research and analysis, facilitated all committee meetings and public hearings, compiled an 

extensive cartographic digital database, including GPS collection of critical facilities, and 

compiled the final written document.  

Letters, emails and phone calls were used to contact each jurisdiction and invite them to 

participate in the Hazard Mitigation Planning process and at the very least send a 

representative to be a part of the committee. An invitation by email to neighboring EMA 

directors was also sent out and can viewed in Appendix E. Neighboring counties were used 

to provide input at public hearings and before the plan was submitted to GEMA. A copy of 

the “Invitation to Review” letter is located in Appendix E.  Because of their responsibility 

for promoting the general public welfare and providing emergency response services, there 
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was a very strong local government interest and involvement in plan development from 

Early County and its municipalities. 

 

Two publicly advertised meetings will be held during plan development.  The first meeting 

was held during the plan development phase on October 26, 2016 at the Blakely Theater to 

inform the general public of the effort and to invite comment and participation.  There was 

one attendee from the public . The second hearing will be held once the plan has been 

approved by GEMA/FEMA and before the adoption of the plan. 

 

III.  ORGANIZATION 

 

A detailed analysis of each of the seven natural hazards is presented in Chapter 2.  The 

analyses consist of a description of the hazard and the damage potential, historical 

frequency and probability of future occurrence, an inventory of assets exposed to the 

hazard and an estimate of the loss which the community could reasonably be expected to 

incur, land use patterns as they relate to each hazard, and any aspects of hazards which 

may be unique to any of the jurisdictions. Presented in Chapter 3 is an itemized list of goals, 

objectives, tasks and action steps which are proposed for implementation to mitigate likely 

adverse impacts of specific hazard events.  This part of the plan also identifies, prioritizes, 

and suggests funding sources for hazard mitigation activities.  Chapter 4 describes how the 

plan will be implemented and maintained.  Chapter 5 consists of a concluding statement, 

followed by appendices.  

 

IV. HAZARD RISK VULNERABILITY (HRV) SUMMARY  

 

This plan identifies and assesses community risks to certain natural hazards and identifies 

how to reduce exposure to them.  The assessment provides the factual basis for activities 

proposed to reduce losses, including a description of the type, location, and extent of 

natural hazards deemed most likely to befall Early County.  Reference was made to the 

historical record to compile information on previous events and for use in estimating the 

probability of hazard recurrence. 
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Vulnerability includes a summary of past events and their impacts.  This is quantified by 

describing the types and numbers of existing and future buildings, infrastructure, and 

critical facilities located in identified hazard prone/susceptible areas.  Estimates of the 

potential dollar losses that could reasonably be expected to result from another specified 

hazard event are also presented. 

 

Land uses and development trends were reviewed for the purpose of identifying mitigation 

options that can be considered in future land use decisions to reduce each jurisdiction’s 

specific risk. 

 

Based on these assessments a blueprint for reducing potential losses was developed, 

incorporating expansion and improvement on existing authorities, policies, programs and 

resources.  The blueprint includes goals and objectives to reduce or avoid long-term 

vulnerabilities to hazards.  The end product is a prioritized action plan with specific steps 

to achieve stated goals.  This, in turn, is supplemented with a maintenance process to 

monitor, evaluate, and update the mitigation plan within a five-year timeframe.  The 

following hazards are addressed in this: 

 

 Tornado 

 Flood 

 Wildfire 

 Hurricanes 

 Drought 

 

Each hazard is identified in Chapters 2 and 3.  The impact and past occurrences of each 

hazard are discussed as well how each jurisdiction is affected.  Included are particular 

vulnerabilities in Early County and an estimate of potential losses due to damage from each 

hazard. 

In 2016, the Georgia Department of Emergency Management partnered with The Carl 

Vinson Institute of Government at The University of Georgia to develop a detailed risk 

assessment focused on defining hurricane, riverine flood, and tornado risks in Early 

County, Georgia. This assessment identifies the characteristics and potential consequences 

of the disaster, how much of the community could be affected by the disaster, and the 

impact on community assets. 
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Hazus-MH Version 2.2 SP1 was used to perform the analyses for Early County. The Hazus-

MH application includes default data for every county in the US.  This Hazus-MH data was 

derived from a variety of national sources and in some cases the data are also several years 

old.    Whenever possible, using local provided data is preferred.  Early County provided 

building inventory information from the county’s property tax assessment system.  This 

section describes the changes made to the default Hazus-MH inventory and the modeling 

parameters used for each scenario.  The full Hazus report is available in Appendix C. 

 

 

V. LOCAL MITIGATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

This plan will serve as guidance for Early County and the Cities of Blakely, Jakin and 

Damascus in coordinating and implementing hazard mitigation policies, programs, and 

projects.  This plan will be periodically updated and revised in order to facilitate and direct 

the ongoing implementation of hazard mitigation activities.  Through the preparation of 

this plan and the implementation of the associated Action Plan, the community plans to 

achieve the following goals: 

 

GOAL #1 Ensure the public health and safety of the citizens of Early County and its 

municipalities 

GOAL #2 To facilitate responsible development in Early County and incorporated 

areas so as to reduce or eliminate the potential impacts of disasters 

GOAL #3 To enhance public awareness and understanding of disaster preparedness 

GOAL #4 To extend and increase public awareness of flood insurance as a mitigative 

measure 

GOAL #5 To enhance post-disaster response and recovery activities 

 

 

VI. MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS  
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This document has been developed for unincorporated Early County and the Cities of, 

Blakely, Jakin and Damascus.  The plan includes an identification and analysis of a 

comprehensive range of specific mitigation actions needed to reduce the adverse effects of 

specific hazards in each jurisdiction.  With few exceptions, each jurisdiction is susceptible 

to the same natural hazards.  However, where applicable some specific mitigation actions 

have been identified for each jurisdiction. 

 

VII.  ADOPTION, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION  

 

The Early County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan will be formally adopted (see following 

page) by the Early County Board of Commissioners and the City Councils of Blakely, Jakin 

and Damascus after receiving notification from the Georgia Emergency Management 

Agency that the plan complied with applicable federal regulations.   

Presented in Chapter 4 is a description of plan implementation, monitoring, evaluation, and 

update activities, public participation, and the process of incorporating mitigation into 

other planning and administrative functions of each local government.  This section details 

the process that will ensure the Early County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan becomes an 

integral part of local governance and life in the community. 

Milestone           Number of Days to Complete 

Initial Planning Meeting for stakeholders    1 day 

Identify repetitive loss structures      30 days 

Establish a property flood mitigation priority program  30 days 

Identify project structures      30 days 

Determine mitigation measures for each repetitive loss structure 30 days 

Complete Draft Mitigation Plan     30 days 

Public Hearing for Review and Comments    30 days 

Present Final Mitigation Plan for Approval    15 days 

Submit Plan to GEMA for Review     30 days 
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Submit Plan to FEMA for Review      30 days 

Formal Approval and Adoption of Plan    15 days 

Implement Changes from FEMA and GEMA Review   15 days 

Implementation of Plan                 Ongoing 

Evaluation of Plan               March - Annually 

Update of Plan (Informal – not submitted to GEMA  May - Annually 

Update of Plan (Formal – submitted to GEMA          May – 2020 
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CHAPTER 2 - NATURAL HAZARD, RISK AND VULNERABILITY (HRV) 

SUMMARY 

Summary of changes:  

 

 The Enhanced Fujita scale has been added to replace its predecessor 

 All Hazard event tables have been updated to account for storms in the years 

since creation of the plan. 

 Values for critical facilities have been updated.  

 GMIS report data has been updated/included in the appendix 

 New disasters have been added 

I.  NATURAL HAZARD – TORNADO 

 

A. Hazard Identification 

A tornado is a violently rotating column of air extending from a 

thunderstorm to the ground, usually spawned when the weather is warm, 

humid and unsettled; conditions common to the local area.  Severe weather 

conditions, such as a thunderstorm or hurricane, can produce a tornado.  

Tremendous destruction can occur with the combined action of strong winds 

(some at speeds in excess of 250 mph) and the impact of wind-borne debris.  

Damage paths can be in excess of one mile wide and fifty miles long.  

Although the path may be erratic, storm movement is usually from southwest 

to northeast.  Tornadoes most often occur between 3 and 8 p.m., but may 

occur at any time of day or night.  The official tornado season lasts from 

March-August with a peak in March-May, but they can occur anywhere, any 

time of year.  Advance planning and quick response are keys to surviving a 

tornado.  Information gleaned from the National Climatic Data Center, The 

Tornado Project and local newspapers revealed the following history of 

tornadic activity in the community.   
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Enhanced Fujita (EF) Scale Rating System for Tornado Strength 

Figure 1. In the USA and some other countries, on February 1, 2007, the Fujita scale was decommissioned in 

favor of what these scientists believe is a more accurate Enhanced Fujita Scale, which replaces it. The EF Scale is 
thought to improve on the F-scale on many counts—it accounts for different degrees of damage that occur with 
different types of structures, both man-made and natural. The expanded and refined damage indicators and degrees of 
damage standardize what was somewhat ambiguous. It also is thought to provide a much better estimate for wind 
speeds, and sets no upper limit on the wind speeds for the strongest level, EF5. Source: NOAA’s National Weather 
Service, Storm Prediction Center 
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 B. Hazard Profile  

All geographical areas of the county are susceptible to the randomness of 

tornadic activity.  Although there have not been any such hazards of disaster 

proportions to befall the community for well over a half century, small 

storms have nevertheless been present, and climatic conditions were 

conducive for others to occur as has been evidenced by the issuance of 

tornado warnings and watches. Early County typically see’s damage from 

tornados ranging from simple wind damage, to roof damage and large trees 

uprooted these are reflected in the magnitude of events to hit Early County 

which ranges from F0 to F3 on the older Fujita Scale (EF0 to EF3 on the 

Enhanced Fajita Scale).  Based solely on the historic trend analysis (Appendix 

A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 32) of available data, the community has 

a 36.3% chance of experiencing a tornado event any given year.  The 

information was not broken down by jurisdiction because accurate data does 

not exist that would permit that to happen. Information gleaned from the 

National Climatic Data Center revealed the following history of tornadic 

activity in the community.   
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Source:  National Climatic Data Center 

* Specific injury data not available 

 

Early County has had 24 tornado events in the last 66 years that have caused 

injuries and property loss.  The tornadoes have ranged in magnitude from F0 

to F3 and have caused upwards of $3.9 million in property damage, two 

deaths and 9 injuries. The last tornado in Early County was in February of 

2016 and was an EF1. 

 

 

 C. Community Exposure  

The random, sudden and violent natures of the tornado place all residents 

and all physical development throughout the community at risk.  The critical 

facilities identified in Early County and its cities are schools, governmental 

facilities, fire and emergency medical facilities, water and wastewater 

CZ_NAME_STRBEGIN_LOCATIONBEGIN_DATE EVENT_TYPETOR_F_SCALEDEATHS_DIRECTINJURIES_DIRECTDAMAGE_PROPERTY_NUMDAMAGE_CROPS_NUM

EARLY CO.  12/5/1954 Tornado F2 0 2 25000 0

EARLY CO.  12/5/1954 Tornado F2 0 0 25000 0

EARLY CO.  1/30/1956 Tornado F0 0 0 30 0

EARLY CO.  11/8/1957 Tornado F1 0 0 25000 0

EARLY CO.  11/23/1961 Tornado F0 0 0 250 0

EARLY CO.  11/23/1961 Tornado F0 0 0 250 0

EARLY CO.  11/23/1961 Tornado F2 0 0 2500 0

EARLY CO.  1/5/1962 Tornado F1 0 0 2500 0

EARLY CO.  5/7/1967 Tornado F1 0 0 2500 0

EARLY CO.  11/13/1972 Tornado F0 0 0 2500 0

EARLY CO.  12/29/1973 Tornado F1 0 0 2500 0

EARLY CO.  1/20/1974 Tornado F1 0 0 25000 0

EARLY CO.  4/5/1982 Tornado F2 0 0 2500000 0

EARLY CO. ROWENA 10/26/1997 Tornado F1 0 0 100000 0

EARLY CO. BLAKELY 12/24/2002 Tornado F1 0 2 750000 0

EARLY CO. BLAKELY 6/30/2003 Tornado F1 0 0 125000 0

EARLY CO. CENTERVILLE9/15/2004 Tornado F0 0 0 5000 0

EARLY CO. BLAKELY 9/15/2004 Tornado F0 0 0 20000 0

EARLY CO. DAMASCUS 9/15/2004 Tornado F0 0 0 15000 0

EARLY CO. CROSSROADS1/13/2005 Tornado F1 2 5 250000 0

EARLY CO. BLAKELY 12/15/2007 Tornado EF0 0 0 30000 0

EARLY CO. KOLOMOKI MOUNDS STATE PARK3/23/2012 Tornado EF0 0 0 5000 0

EARLY CO. CEDAR SPRINGS4/19/2015 Tornado EF1 0 0 50000 0

EARLY CO. KOLOMOKI MOUNDS STATE PARK2/24/2016 Tornado EF1 0 0 0 0
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treatment facilities and solid waste sites.  The Early County Pre-Disaster 

Planning Team used GIS, E-911 information, related websites, GEMA’s online 

database, and other modeling tools to map the county’s critical facilities and 

determine which are most likely to be affected by tornados. This, of course, 

includes all the community’s critical infrastructure, identified in Appendix A.  

According to the critical facilities inventory report (wind) and Worksheet 

#3A, the most damage in terms of dollars would be in the residential sector.  

There is a potential of $433.2 million in damage to structures and $112.8 

million in damage to critical facilities.  The data for worksheet 3A was from 

the tax digest and is broken down by jurisdiction in Appendix D. For more 

specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - for Worksheet #3A 

Inventory of Assets – Tornado.  The Critical Facilities Inventory is in 

Appendix A (Page 25).   

 

 D. Estimate of Potential Losses  

Two formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency 

were used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation Information 

System (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet.  Data input for the Critical 

Facilities Inventory included the replacement value of each critical facility 

identified.  The value of the critical facilities in Early County is $112.8 million. 

All of the facilities are subject to damage from tornados.  This information 

can be reviewed in detail in Worksheet #3A - Tornado, Appendix D.  

Population data is presented in Appendix B. 

Early County is split with the bottom 2/3 of the county experiencing wind 

speeds of 100 to 109 mph. Blakely, Jakin and Damascus are also in the 100-

109 mph wind zone. The top 1/3 of Early County experiences the 90-99 mph 

wind speeds. Maps of these wind speeds are located in Appendix A pages 9-

12. 

 

 

 E. Land Use and Development Trends  

Because of the random nature of tornadoes the entire community is at risk.  

Consequently, there are not any local land use or development trends 

applicable to the tornado hazard.  Building codes are enforced in Early 

County and its municipalities. Wind speed threshold for new construction 
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throughout the top 1/3 of the county is 99 mph. the lower 2/3 is 100-0109. 

The rural/agricultural nature of Early County suggests that if a tornado 

touched down in the county that the losses would likely be minimal, whereas 

if a tornado touched down in one of the municipalities the losses would be 

very drastic. 

There are no new or planned 

structures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would be considered 

critical or non-critical facilities planned for Early County or the cities of 

Blakely, Jakin, Damascus or that would be subject to other requirements 

above and beyond that of the adopted building codes. 

 

 F. Multi-Jurisdictional Differences  

The Early County Pre Disaster Mitigation Plan assessed each community to 

determine if there was a variation in risk from tornadoes.  From the 

assessment it was determined there is no variation in risk of a tornado event 

in any jurisdiction, or at any location that differs from the risk facing the 

entire community.  Tornados are statistically more likely to hit the 

unincorporated Early County because it occupies proportionally more land 

area than the Municipalities within. Pre-disaster mitigation measures 

relevant to tornadoes are applicable throughout Early County.  A map of each 

jurisdiction as it relates to tornadoes is located in Appendix A (Early County 

Critical Facilities Map Images – Tornado, Page 9-12).   

 

G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Summary  

 

Tornadoes can strike anywhere in the community, at any time of day and any 

time of year, with suddenness and with great intensity as a result of weather 

conditions common to the area.  The current state of technology cannot 

prevent such hazards from occurring.  Development regulations can be 

modified to protect structures from these events, and reduce the loss of 

property and life.  Education and public awareness is another important step 

in preventing loss from tornadoes and high winds.  The community must 

prepare in advance, and be able to respond quickly and appropriately to such 

an event.   
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No changes have occurred Early County with regards to development, 

population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease the 

community’s vulnerability to tornadoes since the previous plan was 

approved.  Early County has not experienced a tornado since February 2016. 
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II.  NATURAL HAZARD – FLOOD 

 

A. Hazard Identification 

The overflow of rivers and streams onto normally dry lands due to severe 

storms or torrential rains is often a secondary impact of tropical storms or 

hurricanes.  Among the most common factors affecting the extent of flooding 

are: topography, ground saturation, rainfall intensity and duration, soil type, 

drainage, drainage patterns, basin size, vegetative cover and development 

density/impervious surfaces.  Flooding may occur slowly as the result of an 

extended rain or storm event, or as the result of a flash flood sometimes 

causing dam failure. 

 

B. Hazard Profile 

Early County has seen three flash flood events and two flood events in the 

past 19 years but there have been no flooding events of note since 2004. 

Several rivers and creeks run through the county, though they do not cause 

Early as much damage as flash flooding. The City of Blakely suffer the most 

from flash flooding.   

Using detailed analysis and modeling, FEMA determines the base flood 

elevation (BFE), which is the predicted flood water elevation above mean sea 

level. Habitable areas of any new construction must begin above this level. 

For instance, a property in a B zone with a BFE of 2 feet would need the first 

habitable floor to be raised 2 feet or more and the floor under can only be 

used for things such as parking and/or storage/access. The last flood map 

update for the county was August 2009 and for the city it was also August 

2009. Early County, Jakin and Blakely participate in the NFIP and will 

continue to comply by enforcing the floodplain ordinance. The City of 

Damascus does not participate in NFIP but is interested in the program.  

Jurisdiction Date Currency Participating in FIRM 

  City of Blakely 9/25/09 YES 

  City of Jakin 9/2/09 YES 

  City of Damascus 9/2/09 NO 
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  Early County 9/2/09 YES 

 

BFE’s have not been established by the Flood Insurance Study for any creeks 

and rivers. The flood stage for the Chattahoochee River 106 feet. A flood 

extent table for these locations is located in Appendix C. The average flood 

stage at Sawhatchee Creek is 10.5 feet. There are two monitoring stations 

located throughout Early County that have provided valuable data for many 

years in some cases. The following information shows data highlights from 

various monitoring stations in Early County. 
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Input of available data suggests a 7.58% probability of a flood 

event in any given year (Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies 
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Table, Page 32).  This data cannot be broken down by jurisdiction because all 

flooding occurred in the County and not in the jurisdiction themselves and 

therefore was reported as such.   

 

C. Community Exposure 

The Early County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan identifies critical facilities 

located in the County that are susceptible to individual hazards.  A critical 

facility is defined as a facility in either the public or private sector that 

provides essential products and services to the general public, is otherwise 

necessary to preserve the welfare and quality of life in the County, or fulfills 

important public safety, emergency response, or disaster recovery functions.   

 

The critical facilities identified in Early County are schools, governmental 

facilities, fire and emergency medical facilities, water and wastewater 

treatment facilities and solid waste sites.  According to the critical facilities 

inventory report (flood) and Worksheet #3A, the most damage from flood 

would not be extensive as in surrounding counties due to minimal 

development in floodplain areas.  The total value of non-critical structures in 

flood hazard areas is $17.8 million.  The Blakely relay station lies in the 

floodplain. In Early County a wireless telecom tower and both bridges over 

the Chattahoochee River lies in the floodplain The total value for critical 

structures in the floodplain is $15.2 million which includes a wastewater 

pond in Arlington. The data for worksheet 3A was from the tax digest and is 

broken down by jurisdiction in Appendix D for more specifics on this data 

please see in Appendix D - for Worksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Flood.  

The Critical Facilities data is in Appendix A (Critical Facilities Inventory– 

Flood, Page 26) 

 

Accurate data does not exist to allow probability of flooding to be determined 

with regards to any particular jurisdiction.  

 

The Early County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan used GIS, FIRM maps, related 

websites, and other modeling tools to map the county’s critical facilities and 

determine which are most likely to be affected by flood. The flood stage for 
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the Chattahoochee River 106 feet. The average flood stage at Sawhatchee 

Creek is 10.5 feet. No base Flood Elevations or flood stage indicators are 

present for other creeks and streams in Early County.  

 

 The analysis revealed that the portion of the County that is most likely 

to experience damage from flooding are the areas that are located in 

the 100-year Floodplain according to the FIRM map.  A one hundred 

year flood plain delineation has been identified in Early County and 

it’s municipalities by the National Flood Insurance Program.  The 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has mapped the 

following Flood Prone Areas in Early County and its Municipalities:  

Most notably is that of Town Creek and its tributaries in the City of 

Blakely. 

The City of Jakin has two repetitive loss properties. Both properties are 

residential. 

D. Estimate of Potential Loss 

Specific areas in Early County continue to be at risk.  The risk in the county is 

mostly damage to agriculture assets but the risk in the cities is the damage to 

residential and commercial assets.  Also there are several residential areas in 

the cities (particularly Blakely) and county that are at risk by being located in 

or near a floodplain.  Because of floodplain ordinance enforcement fewer 

properties will be adversely affected by any future flood event.  Early County 

and, to a lesser extent, Blakely, Jakin and Damascus are usually affected by 

flash flooding due to stormwater overload.  The detailed estimate of potential 

losses is outlined in APPENDIX D – Worksheet #3A Inventory of Assets - 

Flood. 

 

E. Land Use and Development Trends 

Land Use is an important tool that provides local government the 

opportunity to inventory existing land use patterns and trends; to determine 

future patterns of growth, based on community needs and desires; and to 

develop goals, policies and strategies for land use that strike a balance 

between effective and efficient delivery of public services, 

protection/preservation of vulnerable natural and historic resources, and 

respect for individual property rights.  The planning process in any 
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community involves making decisions between alternatives in various 

phases of the community’s development.  As an essential component of the 

Land Use Plan, it is necessary to formulate general objectives and 

recommendations that embody the community’s goals, as well as sound 

planning principles and concepts.   

 

Residential and commercial areas still exist in the floodplains in the City of 

Blakely but these areas are not experiencing any marked increase in 

development.  Most current development, especially residential, is located 

outside floodplain areas.  This is due in part to the floodplain ordinances that 

are being enforced by Early County and the Cities of Blakely, Jakin and 

hopefully soon, Damascus. 

 

Development in Early County is generally concentrated in and around the 

Cities of Blakely, Jakin and Damascus. There are a number of developed 

properties throughout the county but the density is very sparse. Mitigative 

actions for existing properties are generally the responsibility of the 

homeowner and, depending on the work, may require a building permit. 

 

There are no new or planned 

structures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would be considered 

critical or non-critical facilities planned for Early County or the cities of 

Blakely, Jakin, Damascus or that would be subject to other requirements 

above and beyond that of the adopted building codes. 

 

 

F. Multi-Jurisdictional Differences 

The Early County plan includes the Cities of, Blakely, Jakin and Damascus. 

This multi-jurisdictional plan required review of the county and each city 

individually for each hazard to determine if there were special concerns or 

mitigation measures required.  Maps of each jurisdiction as related to floods 

are in Appendix A Flood/Early County Critical Facilities Map Images – Flood 

(Page 19-23). 
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Al of the municipalities and unincorporated Early County all contain 

floodplain areas.  This means that all jurisdictions have to respond to this 

hazard and are treated the same in this plan.  Maps of each jurisdiction as 

related to flood are in Appendix A Flood/Early County Critical Facilities Map 

Images – Flood (Page 13-17).   

 

G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Summary  

 

Floods have the most impact on municipalities, both in terms of monetary 

damage and interruption of services.  Requiring development to occur in a 

more educated manner in flood prone areas is one of the first and easiest 

steps to take to prevent loss of property and life from this hazard.  Education 

and public awareness is one other key step to make homeowners aware of 

risks and safeguards available to protect them. Nothing has changed with 

regards to the overall vulnerability of the community’s to this hazard since 

the previous plan was completed. 

 

 

III.   NATURAL HAZARD –  WILDFIRES 

 

A. Hazard Identification 
 
Wildfires are uncontrolled fire spreading through vegetative fuels, exposing, 

and possibly consuming structures. They often begin in small scale, but can 

quickly escalate into catastrophic events. They are routinely dependent upon 

fuels available, weather conditions, and topography of the area. Areas 

anywhere that have experienced prolonged droughts, or are excessively dry, 

are at risk of wildfires.  People start more than four out of every five 

wildfires, usually as a result of debris burns, arson, or carelessness. Lightning 

strikes are the next leading cause of wildfires.  The type, and amount of fuel, 

as well as its burning qualities and level of moisture affect wildfire potential 

and behavior. Topography is important because it affects the movement of 

air (and thus the fire) over the ground surface. The slope and shape of terrain 

can change the rate of speed at which the fire travels. Weather affects the 
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probability of wildfire and has a significant effect on its behavior. 

Additionally, temperature, humidity and wind (both short and long term) 

affect the severity and duration of wildfires. 

 

B. Hazard Description 
 
Early County is largely a wooded agricultural area, with about 61% of the 

land area in woodland. With the exception of a few large blocks of woodland 

northwest of Colquitt in the WMA there are homes scattered throughout the 

county. Most woodlots are small, scattered throughout the county and 

regularly prescribed burned to keep fuels down. However the risk from fire 

in the wildland urban interface is fairly substantial in places, particularly in 

some areas around Blakely and Damascus where unburned woodlots abut 

residential areas.  

 

On a year‐to‐year basis, the leading cause of wildfire in Early County has 

been equipment/machine use followed by fires originating from escaped 

prescribed fires and then residential debris (leaf pile) fires. During Fiscal 

Year 2009, equipment/machine use fires accounted for 21 wildfires that 

burned a total of 19.50 acres, there were 4 escaped prescribed burns on 

70.10 acres and 3 residential debris (leaf pile) fires that burned 2.21 acres. 

During Fiscal Year 2009 there were 49 wildfires in Early County with an 

average size of 8.10 acres.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A hazard event frequency table for wildfires is listed in Appendix A, pg 32.  

According to the hazard frequency table, Early county has a 4,943% chance 

of a wildfire each year. Detailed maps on this hazard are in Appendix A.  

Pages 18-21.   
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*Source: Georgia Forestry Commission, Fire Report Data Early County.  

 

Community Exposure 

 
The Committee examined the historical records and land use data, and 

determined that all assets listed on the Critical Facility Inventory were 

potentially at risk in the event of a wildfire.  These were examined during the 

planning process and the committee determined that no action was needed 

for these outside of the current action steps except periodic monitoring.  

Asset inventories for this hazard have been listed in Appendix D, Worksheet 

3a. 

 

 
C. Estimate of Potential Loss  
 

Two formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency 

were used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation Information 

System (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet.  Data input for the Critical 

Year # of Fires Acres Burned

2001 71 224.61

2002 56 257.56

2003 57 106.86

2004 63 252.01

2005 62 139.88

2006 94 435.62

2007 55 396.48

2008 61 177.46

2009 20 114.61

2010 41 218.28

2011 74 568.29

2012 50 275.08

2013 38 294.86

2014 17 138.91

2015 19 190.32

2016 6 11.08

2017 7 11.18

Total: 791 3,813.09

Early County Wildfires
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Facilities Inventory included the replacement value of each critical facility 

identified.  The value of the critical facilities in Early County is $112.8 million.  

All of the facilities are subject to damage from wildfires. This information can 

be reviewed in detail in Worksheet #3A - Countywide, Appendix D.  

Population data is presented in Appendix B.  

 

D. Land Use and Development Trends 
 
Early County and its jurisdictions have established minimum standards for 

all new construction and substantial improvements of residential and 

nonresidential structures. In addition, construction must adhere to the 

Georgia State Minimum Standard Codes (Uniform Codes Act) and the 

International Building Code (2012 edition). The minimum standards 

established by these codes provide reasonable protection to persons and 

property within structures that comply with the regulations for most natural 

hazards.  While according to the maps, there are some developments already 

within the widespread wildfire areas, these measures do offer a measure of 

mitigation with new developments. 

 

 

E. Multi-Jurisdictional Differences 
 
Hazard maps indicate that Early County and areas of the City of Blakely and 

Damascus have an elevated risk of wildfire. Because of this wide spread of 

risk areas, mitigation actions taken to address wildfires and to limit damage 

should involve the county and all its municipalities.  Detailed maps on this 

hazard are available in Appendix A, pgs. 18-21.   

 

 

F. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Summary  

Wildfires can destroy agricultural land, forest, and if left unchecked can 

destroy structures and take lives.  Wildfires within Early County and the City 

of Blakely, Damascus, and Jakin have the capability of disrupting government. 

There have been no changes since the previous plan was developed that 

would change the overall vulnerability to the wildfire hazard because 

wildfire was not identified as potential hazard of concern.  
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IV.  NATURAL HAZARD – HURRICANES  

 

A. Hazard Identification 

A hurricane is a tropical storm with winds that have reached a constant 

speed of 74 miles per hour or more. Hurricane winds blow in a large spiral 

around a relative calm center known as  the "eye."  The "eye" is generally 20 

to 30 miles wide, and the storm may extend outward 400 miles. As a 

hurricane approaches, the  skies  will  begin to darken and winds will grow in 

strength.  As  a  hurricane nears land,  it  can  bring  torrential rains,  high 

winds,  and  storm  surges.  A single hurricane can last for more than 2 weeks 

over open waters and can run a path across the entire length of the eastern 

seaboard. August and September are peak months  during  the  hurricane  

season  that  lasts  from  June  1  through  November 30.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Wind speeds are estimates; have never been scientifically verified. 
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B. Hazard Profile 

Early County is not significantly threatened by Category 2 or above winds.  

The hurricanes that do affect the area have usually been downgraded to 

Category 1 or tropical storm.  Early County is approximately 85-100 miles 

from the Gulf of Mexico.  Any hurricane Category 3 or above is considered 

extreme for Early County. The hazard frequency table (Appendix A) projects 

a 9% probability of a repeat event any given year.  Given the broad 

geographic nature of hurricanes that affect Early County, no jurisdiction is 

any more likely to be any more adversely affected by them than any other 

jurisdiction in Early County. 

Source:  National Climatic Data Center and local data 

Early County and its cities experienced 5 tropical systems and 1 hurricane in 

the past 20 years.  No deaths or injuries were reported.  Based solely on the 

historic trend analysis (Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 32) of 

available data, the community has a 9% chance of experiencing a hurricane 

or tropical storm any given year.  There have been no tropical storms or 

hurricanes that have affected Early County since the previous plan was 

adopted. 

C. Community Exposure  

Because of proximity to the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, the community will 

always be susceptible to the kind of tropical storms that caused the 

catastrophic flooding in floodplain areas.  The flood protection ordinance 

continues to be enforced in Early County and its municipalities, which, 

participates in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).  Also the 

CZ_NAME_STR BEGIN_DATE EVENT_TYPEDEATHS_DIRECTINJURIES_DIRECTDAMAGE_PROPERTY_NUMDAMAGE_CROPS_NUM

EARLY (ZONE) 9/3/1998 Tropical Storm 0 0 20000 0

EARLY (ZONE) 9/14/2002 Tropical Storm 0 0 50000 0

EARLY (ZONE) 9/5/2004 Tropical Storm 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 9/15/2004 Tropical Storm 0 0 1000000 0

EARLY (ZONE) 8/22/2008 Tropical Storm 0 0 100000 10000

TROPICAL STORMS

CZ_NAME_STRBEGIN_DATEEVENT_TYPEMAGNITUDEDEATHS_DIRECTINJURIES_DIRECTDAMAGE_PROPERTY_NUMDAMAGE_CROPS_NUM

EARLY (ZONE) 7/9/2005 Hurricane (Typhoon) 0 0 100000 0

HURRICANES
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community is susceptible to the damage by Category 1 hurricane winds or 

the resulting tornadoes.  According to the critical facilities inventory report 

(wind) and Worksheet #3A, the most damage in terms of dollars would be in 

the residential sector.  There is a potential of $433.2 million in damage to 

structures and $112.8 million in damage to critical facilities.  The data for 

worksheet 3A was from the tax digest and is broken down by jurisdiction in 

Appendix D. For more specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - for 

Worksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Hurricane.  The Critical Facilities 

Inventory is in Appendix A (Page 26). 

 

 D. Estimate of Potential Losses  

Two formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency 

were used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation Information 

System (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet.  Data input for the Critical 

Facilities Inventory included the replacement value of each critical facility 

identified. This information can be viewed in Appendix A (Critical Facilities – 

Hurricane Page 26). According to the critical facilities inventory the 

replacement value totals $112.8 million, and there was no total for functional 

use or contents value. This information can be reviewed in detail in 

Worksheet #3A - Hurricane, Appendix D. 

 

 E. Land Use and Development Trends   

Because of the random nature of hurricane winds the entire community is at 

risk.  Consequently, there are not any local land use or development trends 

applicable to the hurricane wind hazard.  Building codes are enforced in 

Early County and its municipalities Wind speed threshold for new 

construction throughout the top 1/3 of the county is 99 mph. the lower 2/3 

is 100-0109. 

There are no new or planned 

structures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would be considered 

critical or non-critical facilities planned for Early County or the cities of 

Blakely, Jakin, Damascus or that would be subject to other requirements 

above and beyond that of the adopted building codes. 
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 F. Multi-Jurisdictional Differences  

The Early County Pre Disaster Mitigation Plan assessed each community to 

determine if there was a variation in risk from hurricanes.  From the 

assessment it was determined there is no variation in risk of a hurricane 

event in any jurisdiction, or at any location that differs from the risk facing 

the entire community.  Pre-disaster mitigation measures relevant to 

hurricanes are applicable throughout the county. The southern 2/3 of Early 

County is subject to building codes that requires structures to withstand the 

109 mph wind speed threshold while the top 1/3 requires the 99 mph wind 

speed threshold. Both of which are indicated on the critical facilities map. 

The critical facilities map of each jurisdiction as it related to hurricanes is 

located in Appendix A (Early County Critical Facilities Map Images – 

Hurricane, Page 9-12). 

 

G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Summary  

 

Hurricanes usually occur from June to November each year.  Weather 

forecasting gives communities susceptible to hurricanes ample time to 

prepare for the storm.  Despite the amount of warning time, the current state 

of technology cannot prevent such hazards from occurring.  The community 

must prepare in advance, and be able to respond quickly and appropriately 

to such an event. 

No changes have occurred Early County with regards to development, 

population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease the 

community’s vulnerability to hurricanes since the previous plan was 

approved. 
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V.  NATURAL HAZARD – DROUGHT 

 

A. Hazard Identification 

A drought is a prolonged period without rain which progresses in stages.  

The first stage, meteorological drought, occurs when precipitation falls below 

normal levels and is usually expressed as a rainfall deficit, e.g., inches below 

normal.  Stage two, agricultural drought, occurs when the amount of 

moisture in the soil no longer meets the needs of a particular crop.  When 

meteorological drought occurs at a critical time of year it can result in water 

deficient topsoil, which may hinder germination and reduce crop yield.  This 

type drought is usually measured in soil moisture levels and can be 

devastating to agricultural communities.  (The accompanying table indicates 

the frequency of stage two conditions in the community over the past two 

and one-half decades.)  

Hydrological drought is the third stage.  This occurs when surface and 

subsurface (ground) water supplies fall below normal levels due to 

prolonged meteorological drought.  Indicators include decreased stream flow 

rates, lake elevations and groundwater levels.  Hydrological drought can be 

detrimental to the environment, upsetting the hydrologic cycle and 

impacting fish, wildlife and plant species.  If this persists long enough, 

demand for water may exceed supply, leading to the fourth stage – socio-

economic drought.  This stage (considered extreme for Early County) can 

take many months, or even years to develop, often with devastating social 

and economic consequences.  Future severity can also be determined by the 

Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI). The Palmer Index is most effective in 

determining long term drought—a matter of several months—and is not as 

good with short-term forecasts (a matter of weeks). It uses a 0 as normal, and 

drought is shown in terms of minus numbers; for example, minus 2 is 

moderate drought, minus 3 is severe drought, and minus 4 is extreme 

drought. According to the Palmer index for Early County, times of severe 

drought reach -3 to -5.5 on the chart and these numbers can be used to 

estimate the extent or potential strength for droughts in store for Early 

County in the future.  The Palmer Index is a measurement of dryness based 

on recent precipitation and temperature and is the unofficial measure of 

drought conditions. The Palmer Drought Index is based on a supply-and-

demand model of soil moisture. Supply is comparatively straightforward to 

calculate, but demand is more complicated as it depends on many factors - 
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not just temperature and the amount of moisture in the soil but hard-to-

calibrate factors including evapotranspiration and recharge rates.  

 

 

B. Hazard Profile 

 

Drought is a widespread weather pattern affecting a much larger area than 

any single community.  Hence, drought affects the entire community, 

primarily economically because critical facilities are not directly susceptible 

to adverse impacts of such an event.  Generally, the population is not at risk 

from physical harm, except in the latter stages of a severe drought.  In the 

drought of 2010-2013, private wells began to run dry in the county.  In 

addition during drought, Early County is susceptible to local wildfires which 

tax the local fire departments.  Over the past half century the historical 

record documented 3 drought events.  No deaths or injuries were recorded.  

A number of these events from 2010 to 2013 were likely one extended 

drought period and because of this it is not possible to make any accurate 

statistical predictions regarding drought frequency or extent. Other such 

events are known to have occurred earlier, but supporting documentation 

could not be located.  Based on straight-line extrapolation from the 

documented record of Local Agricultural Drought Declarations (see Section 

A), the community has a 4.55% chance of experiencing a drought in any given 

year (Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 32).   
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Source: National Climatic Data Center  

* Made by the Governor on recommendation of agriculture service agencies 

 Many other counties were included; No damage estimates available 

CZ_NAME_STR BEGIN_DATEEVENT_TYPEDEATHS_DIRECTINJURIES_DIRECTDAMAGE_PROPERTY_NUMDAMAGE_CROPS_NUM

EARLY (ZONE) 9/1/1997 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 10/19/2010 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 11/1/2010 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 12/1/2010 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 1/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 2/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 3/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 4/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 5/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 6/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 7/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 8/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 9/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 10/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 11/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 12/1/2011 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 1/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 2/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 3/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 4/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 5/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 6/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 7/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 8/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 9/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 10/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 11/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 12/1/2012 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 1/1/2013 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 2/1/2013 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 9/1/2014 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 10/1/2014 Drought 0 0 0 0

EARLY (ZONE) 11/1/2014 Drought 0 0 0 0
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Data from:  NCDC, Georgia region 7 

 

C. Community Exposure 

The nature of drought is such that the entire community is affected, primarily 

economically.  Generally, neither the population nor critical facilities are at 

risk of physical harm, except in the latter stages of a severe drought.  South 

Georgia has been under drought conditions in the past and it is widely 

understood that droughts are cyclical and the drought conditions will 

undoubtedly return and Early County and it municipalities are taking the 

threat seriously and being proactive in preparing for the next drought cycle. 

According to the critical facilities inventory report (drought) and Worksheet 

#3A, the most damage in terms of dollars would be in the agricultural sector.  

There is a potential of $433.2 million in damage to structures including 

$112.8 million in critical facilities.  The data for worksheet 3A was from the 

tax digest and is broken down by jurisdiction in Appendix D. For more 

specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - for Worksheet #3A 

Inventory of Assets – Drought.  The Critical Facilities data is in Appendix A 

(Critical Facilities Inventory –Drought, Page 30-31) 
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D. Estimate of Potential Loss 

Two formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency 

were used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation Information 

System (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet. Generally, neither the population 

nor critical facilities are at risk of physical harm, except in the latter stages of 

a severe drought, which the community was exposed to in 2011-2012.  These 

deep wells are generally not affected until the late or “critical” stages of 

drought.  Agriculture crops are most directly affected by drought, and their 

loss can impose a severe economic burden on the local economy.  Crop loss 

data was sought but found not to be reliable.  Within the community it is 

common knowledge that the past two decades of drought conditions have 

contributed to a significant reduction in the number of local farmers. This 

information can be reviewed in detail in Worksheet #3A – Drought Heat, 

Appendix D. 

 

E. Land Use and Development Trends 

In Early County, the agriculture sector is most at risk to drought, and the 

community relies heavily on the agricultural economy.  Over three fourths of 

the land area is classified as prime farmland; compared to 21% of the state 

land area.   

There are no new or planned 

structures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would be considered 

critical or non-critical facilities planned for Early County or the cities of 

Blakely, Jakin, Damascus or that would be subject to other requirements 

above and beyond that of the adopted building codes. 

 

F. Multi-Jurisdictional Differences 

While the physical impact of drought related losses occurs in the 

unincorporated area of the community, the resulting economic impact is felt 

community-wide.  Because of the relative size of agriculture in the local 

economy, whatever affects production has a direct and immediate effect on 

the community.  A map of each jurisdiction as it related to drought is located 
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in Appendix A (Early County Critical Facilities Map Images – Drought, Page 

22-25).  

 

G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability Summary  

Drought does not have the sudden, violent impact on a community 

characteristic of a storm.  A significant reduction from normal rainfall levels 

will first be felt by the agricultural community, and because agriculture 

comprises such a large share of the local economy, whatever affects 

production has a direct and immediate effect on the well-being of the 

community.  Because conventional agriculture is so dependent on water, the 

community’s front-line of defense against drought rests on the farmer.  Yet, 

the producer’s percentage return on economic investment is among the 

lowest of any economic sector, increasing the difficulty of maintaining a 

strong front-line defense.  The community should identify additional ways to 

reduce economic dependence on agriculture. 

No changes have occurred in Early County with regards to development, 

population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease the 

community’s vulnerability to drought since the previous plan was approved. 
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CHAPTER 3 –  NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION GOALS AND 

OBJECTIVES 

Summary of changes: 

 The status of Goals/Objectives/Action Steps from the previous plan is located 

in Appendix D. 

 New objectives include:  Cleaning out a major ditch in Jakin to mitigate 

flooding. 

There were no changes in the community’s overall priorities related to mitigation since the 

previous plan was completed.  

A countywide capabilities assessment for Early County is included in Appendix D that 

details staffing and to a lesser degree funding allocation for implementing hazard 

mitigation projects. 

I.  NATURAL HAZARD – TORNADOES AND HIGH WINDS 

 

A. Mitigation Goals - A tornado has inflicted greater loss on the community 
than any other natural hazard.  This is also the only hazard for which a loss of 
life was documented.  The general public fails to appreciate how little time 
there is to respond to a sudden tornado strike, and how important it is that 
all parties be prepared at all times to respond correctly.  Although 
thunderstorm winds do not reach the speed of tornadoes, there are many 
similarities in the damage caused by the two hazards.  Consequently, 
virtually all goals, objectives, tasks and action steps of the two hazards are 
interchangeable.   

 

 

B. Range of Mitigation Options 

1. Structural v Non-structural –  
a. To improve awareness of natural hazards through the 

solicitation of information from the public. 
b. To lessen civilian casualties from High Wind Events. 
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2.   Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The 
county and cities of Blakely, Jakin and Damascus currently 
enforce building codes.  

3.   Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations – 
Potential mitigation actions to reduce this hazard would have 
to be evaluated in order to preserve any historical locations.  

  

4. This hazard is directly related to structural damage.  Current 
building codes limit damage to new structures.  Action steps 
should focus on protecting the populace through warning 
through warning sirens and shelter availability through 
building a new shelter. 

 

5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each 
hazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existing 
buildings and infrastructure will be improved with tornado 
mitigation incorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative 
actions for tornadoes include improved building codes, public 
awareness, warning systems, and strengthening critical 
facilities. 

 

C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations 

 

Goal #1 To preserve the health and well-being of the citizens of Early 

County as well as the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin by 

taking steps to reduce the potential for loss of life in a 

Tornado/High Wind event. 

Objective 1 Mitigate damage from a wind storm 

Task 1.1 To limit the effects of high winds on the population 

of Early County by providing shelter from high wind 

events. 

Action Step 1.1.1 

To construct a new high wind community shelter 
in a location within reach of the population of the 
City of Blakely to be used to shelter the populace 
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in the event of a major high wind event.  Medium 
Priority.  
 
 Category:   Safety  
Responsible Org:   Early County Law 

Enforcement 
Coordinating Org:       Early County EMA 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Cost:   $300,000+ 
Funding Source:   Hazard mitigation grant 

monies/local match 
Benefit: providing shelter for those 

in need from wind storms. 
 
This action step benefit citizens of Blakely 
mostly, with an estimated benefit to 100+ people 
(occupancy).   
 

 

Action Step 1.1.2 

 

Purchase weather radios through FEMA grant 

and re-sell to the public for low expense to help 

citizens get notified of severe weather. High 

Priority 

Category:   Public 
Education/Awareness  

Responsible Org:   Early County EMA 
Coordinating Org:   Early County EMA 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   Staff time 
Funding Source:   Citizens 
Benefit: Improved public awareness 

during emergencies 
 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 
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D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy – This hazard is applicable in Early 

County and the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin.  Strategies between 

these cities do not differ as the hazard affects the county equally in all parts.   

 

 

E. Public Information and Awareness – To solicit comments from the public 

through public hearings or informational brochures and to obtain feedback 

that will be used in creating policies or procedures to reduce the impact of 

this hazard within the County.   

 

 

II. NATURAL HAZARD – FLOOD 

 

A. Mitigation Goals – To preserve the health and well-being of the citizens of 
Early County as well as the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin by taking 
steps to reduce the potential damage caused by flooding. 

 
 
 

B. Range of Mitigation Options 

 

1.   Structural v Non-structural – 

a. To improve awareness of natural hazards through the 
solicitation of information from the public. 

b. To identify possible prevention measures through a 
better understanding of local flood geography. 

 

2.   Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The 

County and all cities participating in the NFIP enforce flood 

protection ordinances and land use restrictions through their 

respective zoning ordinances. Damascus is in the process of 

adopting their own floodplain management ordinance. The 

past leadership did not see the importance of participation in 

the NFIP and chose not to participate. The new leadership in 

Damascus is interested in participating.  
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3.   Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations – 

Potential mitigation actions to reduce this hazard would have 

to be evaluated in order to preserve any historical locations.  

 
4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in 

the goals and objectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure 

will be built with flood mitigation incorporated in the design.  

The mitigative actions are for the removal of development in 

floodplain areas.  Also the FEMA flood maps will be produced 

or updated and floodplain ordinances enforced in the county 

and cities.      

5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each 

hazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existing 

buildings and infrastructure will be improved with flood 

mitigation incorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative 

actions are for the removal of development in floodplain areas.   

 

C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations 

Goal #1 To preserve the health and well-being of the citizens of Early 

County as well as the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin by 

taking steps to reduce the potential for loss of life in a Flood 

event. 

Objective 1 Ensure that all future development is compliant 

with flood protection ordinances. 

 

Task 1.1 Review all development plans for compliance 

with local floodplain ordinance 

 

    Action Step 1.1.1  

Utilize floodplain review checklist during plan 

review and continue compliance with NFIP. High 

Priority 

Category:    Prevention 
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Responsible Org:   Early County, Blakely and 
Jakin 

Coordinating Org:   Early County Code 
Enforcement 

Timeline:    2017-2021 
Cost:     Nominal 
Funding Source:   Departmental Operating 

Budget 
Benefit: Preventing flood damage to 

structures 
 
This action step benefit will Early County, Jakin 
and Blakely with an estimated population of 
16,231.  The value of structures benefiting is 
$424.9 million. 
 

Action Step 1.1.2  
 

Identify source(s) and apply for funds to elevate 

or buyout properties exposed to frequent 

flooding. Low Priority 

Category:   Prevention 
Responsible Org: Early County 
Coordinating Org: Early County 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Cost:   $500,000 
Funding Source:   FEMA 
Benefit: Limit exposure of 

development to flooding 
 

This action step benefit will Early County, Jakin 
and Blakely with an estimated population of 
16,231.  The value of structures benefiting is 
$424.9 million. 

 

Action Step 1.1.3  
 

The City of Damascus will adopt a local Flood 

Prevention Ordinance to mitigate the effects of 

flooding. High Priority 

Category:   Prevention 
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Responsible Org: City of Damascus 
Coordinating Org: City of Damascus 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Cost:   N/A 
Funding Source:   N/A 
Benefit: Limit exposure of 

development to flooding 
 

This action step will benefit the City of Damascus 

with an estimated population of 254.  The city of 

Damascus is not interested in the National Flood 

Insurance Program yet. 

 

Action Step 1.1.4 *NEW* 
 

Cleanout Jakin drainage ditch to mitigate the 

effects of flooding. High Priority 

Category:   Prevention 
Responsible Org: City of Jakin 
Coordinating Org: City of Jakin 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Cost:   approx. $100,000 
Funding Source:   General Fund 
Benefit: Limit exposure of 

development to flooding 
 

This action step benefit the City of Jakin with an 

estimated population of 155.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $6.3 million 

 

D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy – This hazard is not equally 

applicable to Early County and the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin, but 

the strategies formed are not dictated by floodplain level and past history of 

flooding.  These strategies should be applied equally to all jurisdictions 

within the county. 
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E. Public Information and Awareness Strategy – To solicit comments from 

the public through public hearings or informational brochures and to obtain 

feedback that will be used in creating policies or procedures to reduce the 

impact of this hazard within the County.    

 

 

III.  NATURAL HAZARD – WILDFIRE 

 

A. Mitigation Goals – To preserve the health and well-being of the citizens of 

Early County as well as the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin by taking 

steps to reduce the potential damage to population, structures, and 

agriculture caused by fire. 

 

B. Range of Mitigation Options 

1.   Structural v Non-structural – 

a. To improve awareness of natural hazards through the 

solicitation of information from the public. 

b. To identify possible prevention measures through a 

better understanding of local flood geography. 

 

1. Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – No 

policies have been identified that would help to prevent fire 

related disasters other than building codes to control 

construction of new structures. 

 

3.   Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations – 

Potential mitigation actions to reduce this hazard would have 

to be evaluated in order to preserve any historical locations.  

 
4. New buildings and infrastructure - This hazard is directly 

related to structural damage.   Current building codes limit 

damage to new structures.  Action steps should focus on 

reducing the chance of fires that might damage these 

structures by reducing the amount of available fuel and better 

educating the population about fire hazards. 
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5. Existing buildings and infrastructure - This hazard is directly 

related to structural damage.  Action steps should focus on 

reducing the chance of fires that might damage these 

structures by reducing the amount of available fuel and better 

educating the population about fire hazards. 

 

C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations 

 

Goal #1 To preserve the health and well-being of the citizens of Early 
County as well as the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin by 
taking steps to reduce the potential damage to population, 
structures, and agriculture caused by fire. 

 

Objective 1 Mitigating damage from fire related disasters 

 

Task 1.1 Educating, informing, and involving the public. 
    

    Action Step 1.1.1 

To solicit comments from the public through 

public hearings or informational brochures, and 

to obtain feedback that will be used in creating 

policies or procedures to reduce the impact of 

this hazard within the County. High priority. 

Category:    Education, Prevention 
Responsible Org: Early County EMA 
Coordinating Org: Early County EMA 
Timeline:    2017-2021 
Cost:     Staff Time 
Funding Source:   Local Funds 
 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 
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Task 2.1 Continuing Reassessment of Critical Facilities in the 
Hazard area. 

    
    Action Step 2.1.1 

To continue to monitor all critical facilities 
within the County for susceptibility to wildfire 
and to reassess mitigation options if any are 
found to be vulnerable. high priority. 
 
Category:    Prevention, Infrastructure 
Responsible Org: Early County EMA 
Coordinating Org: Early County EMA 
Timeline:    2017-2021 
Cost:     Staff Time 
Funding Source:   Local Funds 

This action step benefit will be in the county and 

in the cities of Blakely, Jakin and Damascus with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $112.8 million. 

 

D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy – This hazard is applicable Early 

County and the Cities of Blakely, Damascus and Jakin.  Strategies between 

these cities and indeed throughout the entire county will differ as is dictated 

by fuel level and past history of wildfires.  Action steps focus on recognizing 

the biggest risk increasing factors in the counties and its jurisdictions and 

addressing these. 

 

E. Public Information and Awareness Strategy – To solicit comments from 

the public through public hearings or informational brochures and to obtain 

feedback that will be used in creating policies or procedures to reduce the 

impact of this hazard within the County.    

 

 

 

IV.  NATURAL HAZARD - HURRICANE 
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A. Mitigation Goals – Hurricanes are large storm events occurring usually from 

June to November in a given year.  The main effects from a hurricane that 

happen in Early County are heavy flooding rains, high winds, and small 

tornadoes.   

 

 B. Range of Mitigation Option 

1.   Structural v Non-structural – Structural improvements needed for 

hurricane winds are the responsibility of the owner.  The community 

will utilize non-structural options; enforcing and expanding building 

code compliance, expanding public broadcast of weather warnings, 

and public education to supplement property owner’s structural 

options.   

2.   Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The county 

and cities of Blakely, Jakin and Damascus currently enforce building 

codes. 

3.   Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations - Project 

implementation will serve to protect historic areas in Blakely and 

historic resources dispersed throughout the unincorporated county.  

No other special considerations were identified.  Data on new and 

existing critical facilities have been covered in the goals and 

objectives.  Also data on the facilities is shown in each hazard’s critical 

facility inventory in Appendix A. 

4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in the 

goals and objectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will be 

built with hurricane mitigation incorporated in the design.    The 

mitigative actions for hurricanes include improved building codes, 

public awareness, strengthening critical facilities, and preparing for 

hurricane evacuees.     

5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each 

hazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existing 

buildings and infrastructure will be improved with hurricane 

mitigation incorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative actions 

for hurricanes include improved building codes, public awareness, 

strengthening critical facilities, and preparing for hurricane evacuees. 

 

 C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations 
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Goal #1: Reduce the potential for loss of life and damage to property 

which commonly results from hurricane/tropical storm winds 

 

Objective 1 Develop a plan for managing hurricane evacuees 

to Early County 

 

Task 1.1 Prepare shelters and maintain supplies for 

hurricane evacuation event 

 

Action Step 1.1.1  

Annual review of condition of evacuation 

shelters and supplies. Medium priority. 

Category:   Preparation 
Responsible Org:   Early County EMA  
Coordinating Org:   Early County EMA 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   Staff time/$5000 
Funding Source:   Government Operating 

Budget/FEMA 
Benefit: Being adequately prepared 

for hurricane evacuation 
event 

 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 

  

Objective 2 Enhance public awareness on storm safety issues 

 

Task 2.1 Begin Public education campaign regarding not 

just the effects of hurricanes but also the 

flooding and tornados that typically spawn from 

them. 
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Action Step 2.1.1  

Educate citizens about the importance of (1) 

monitoring weather information, (2) heeding public 

weather warnings, and (3) using weather radios in 

the home and workplace. High priority. 

Category:   Public Education/Awareness  
Responsible Org:   EMA 
Coordinating Org:   EMA 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:  Nominal 
Funding Source:   Departmental Operating 

Budget 
Benefit: Improved public awareness 
 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 

 

Action Step 1.1.2  

Enforce housing/environmental codes to reduce 
size of the debris field (airborne missiles) during 
tornado/high wind event. High priority. 

Category:   Property Protection  
Responsible Org:   Early County and the Cities 

of Blakely, Jakin, Damascus 
Coordinating Org:   Early County EMA 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Cost:   Staff time 
Funding Source:  Departmental Operating 

Budget 
Benefit: Mitigate against future 

wind/storm damage 
 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 
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D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy - Code enforcement, education and 

weather warnings are applicable countywide.  Early County will pursue 

hardening of critical facilities to prevent wind damage during a hazard event. 

 

E.     Public Information and Awareness - Will be accomplished through 

broadcast of public service announcements, promotion of tornado drills and 

use of weather radios. 

 

V.  NATURAL HAZARD - DROUGHT 

 

A. Mitigation Goals - The vitality of the local economy fluctuates with 

conditions in agriculture, and conditions in agriculture are driven by the 

timely and adequate availability of water.  A shortage of this essential 

commodity at a critical time has a severely negative impact on the economy.  

Previous activities have been essentially concerned with water conservation.  

The current effort is primarily concerned with supplementing the availability 

of water, and identifying what can be done to reduce the adverse impact on 

the economy in the event a drought does occur. 

 

 B. Range of Mitigation Options -  

1.   Structural v Non-structural – Previous efforts were primarily non-

structural in nature, as they dealt with behavior.  The current effort 

strives to supplement the supply, and almost by definition entails 

structural options. 

2.   Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The 

community enforces water restriction ordinances as needed, and the 

state issues permits for daily withdrawals of at least 100K gallons of 

water. 

3.   Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations - There were 

not any specific community values or other considerations identified.  

Data on new and existing critical facilities have been covered in the 
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goals and objectives.  Also data on the facilities is shown in each 

hazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A. 

4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in the 

goals and objectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will be 

built with drought mitigation incorporated in the design.  The 

mitigative actions for drought include water conservation, improved 

fire fighting capabilities, and public awareness.     

5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each 

hazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existing 

buildings and infrastructure will be improved with drought mitigation 

incorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative actions for drought 

include water conservation, improved fire fighting capabilities, and 

public awareness. 

  

C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations 

Goal #1 Maintain economic stability and growth during periods of 

drought 

 

Objective 1 Maintain the essential services agriculture 

industry needs so as to minimize drought-

related losses 

 

Task 1.1 Identify and develop alternative water supplies 

 

   Action Step 1.1.1  

 Increase activity within agriculture community to 

pursue additional irrigation, reservoir development, 

lowering of well intakes where appropriate, and low 

interest financing to enable such improvements. 

Low priority. 

Category:   Structural 
Responsible Org:   Cooperative Extension 

Service 
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Coordinating Org:  Cooperative Extension Service 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   Staff time 
Funding Source:   Staff time 
Benefit: Maintaining adequate 

water supply 
 

This action step benefit will be in the 

unincorporated areas with an estimated 

population of 11,008.   

 

Action Step 1.1.2   

 Pursue grants for well deepening of dry wells in 

time of drought. Low priority. 

Category:   Structural 
Responsible Org:   Cooperative Extension 

Service 
Coordinating Org:  Cooperative Extension Service 
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   Staff time 
Funding Source:   Staff time 
Benefit: Maintaining adequate 

water supply 
 

This action step benefit will be in the 

unincorporated areas with an estimated 

population of 11,008.   

 

Objective 2 Maintain fire fighting capabilities in time of 

drought 

 

Task 2.1 Develop and maintain resources needed for rural 

fire fighting 

 

  Action Step 2.1.1  

   Maintain fire breaks. High priority 
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    Category:    Prevention 
Responsible Org:   Property Owner 
Coordinating Org:   Georgia Forestry Commission 
Timeline:    2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   $50,000 
Funding Source:   Property Owner 
Benefit:  Prevent spread of wildfires 

  
This action step benefit will be in the 

unincorporated areas with an estimated 

population of 11,008.   

 

   Action Step 2.1.2  

   Placement of additional dry hydrants. High priority. 

Category:   Structural 
Responsible Org:   Early County 
Coordinating Org:   Cooperative Extension Svc 
Timeline:    2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   $100,000 
Funding Source:   USDA 
Benefit: Improved fire fighting 

capability 
 

This action step benefit will be in the 

unincorporated areas with an estimated 

population of 11,008.  The value of structures 

benefiting is $224 million. 

 

Objective 3 Conserve water by educating the public 

 

Task 3.1 Educate the public on the need to conserve water 

 

  Action Step 3.1.1  

Public education of water conservation. High 

Priority. 
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Category:   Prevention  
Responsible Org:   Early County and all 

municipalities  
Coordinating Org:   Early County  
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   Staff time 
Funding Source:   State and Federal 
Benefit: Maintaining adequate                

water supply 
 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 

 

   Action Step 3.1.2 

Develop secondary water system plan for times of 

drought. Low Priority. 

Category:   Prevention  
Responsible Org:   Early County, Blakely, Jakin, 

Damascus and private 
water system owners 

Coordinating Org:   same as above  
Timeline:   2017-2021 
Approximate Cost:   $50,000 
Funding Source:   FEMA 
Benefit: Maintaining adequate 

water supply 
 

This action step benefit will be countywide with 

an estimated population of 16,485.  The value of 

structures benefiting is $546 million. 

 

D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy – Although all four jurisdictions are 

affected, primary emphasis of this goal is placed on the unincorporated area 

where agricultural production occurs.  
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E. Public Information and Awareness – Information concerning these 

activities will be included in the information programs presented at 

numerous venues.  Public participation will be solicited. 
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CHAPTER 4 –  MITIGATION PLAN EXEC UTION  

Summary of Changes:  

 The EMA director will be responsible for implementing and recommending 
updates to the plan on an annual basis. 

I.  IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Administrative Actions 

The chief elected official (mayor) and county commission chairman chief 

appointed officials (county administrator, city manager) of the five local 

jurisdictions are responsible for day-to-day administrative personnel and 

operations of their respective local governments, mitigation activities 

proposed herein, and their respective jurisdiction’s responsibilities for plan 

implementation.  It is these individuals who will present and recommend to 

the governing body policy changes, ordinance adoption, or initiate revisions 

in administrative procedures necessary to accomplish goals of this mitigation 

plan.  These five individuals are responsible for ensuring that action steps 

specific to their jurisdiction are implemented, and reporting progress to the 

executive committee.  The EMA Director is responsible for coordinating and 

supporting these activities, and generally overseeing plan implementation   

 

B. Authority and Responsibility 

The authority and responsibility for implementation of this plan is vested in 

the office of Emergency Management Director. 

 

C. Prioritization 

1. Emergency response personnel and local governmental staff updated 

an assessment of the community’s ability to respond to any hazards 

that could seriously affect any of the three participating jurisdictions.  
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These personnel have firsthand knowledge of local capabilities and 

see the interaction between responsible parties.  Among the strongest 

findings gleaned from the capabilities assessment is the lack of 

information and coordination between elected and appointed officials, 

and between emergency responders and private sector 

individuals/organizations with assigned emergency responsibilities.  

Because information is not only fundamental but essential to success 

in virtually every endeavor, priority in development of this plan has 

been placed on compiling and disseminating pertinent information, 

and coordinating the activities of partners in mitigation.  Early County 

Emergency Management Agency will develop a library of mitigation 

materials and serve as a clearinghouse of information to be presented 

to the general public in numerous settings and forums, applied to local 

government activities and shared between local emergency response 

agencies.  This activity is a non-structural mitigation measure; 

consisting of action steps less expensive to implement, with broader 

application irrespective of the type hazard, less expensive to maintain, 

and more adaptable for application to specific needs than structural 

measures.  Since this is a non-structural measure with a wealth of 

information available on the subject matter, the greatest expense 

associated with this activity is expected to be staff time.  As mentioned 

on page 1, the county has been aggressive in recent years in 

preparedness activities.  The balance of plan action steps either 

supplement or complete active mitigation measures, or are best 

management practices.   

 

More specifically, priorities were established as functions of time and 

cost.  Actions which were deemed less costly and less time consuming 

to implement were given higher priority, while those of greater 

expense and requiring more time for implementation were rated 

lower.     

 

2. Use of cost benefit – Of the action steps included in this plan, 75% 

involve compilation and/or dissemination of disaster-related 

information.  A major benefit of such non-structural measures is their 

cost effectiveness; they are inexpensive to implement and maintain 

and have broad applicability.  The balance of activity either 
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supplements or completes preparedness measures initiated 

previously by the community, or are best management practices.  The 

“high ticket” actions have a lower public benefit level and will take 

significantly longer periods of time to implement.  These appear late 

in the list of priorities.   

 

  3. Use of other calculations – No other calculations were utilized. 

 

4. Use of other review structure – No other review structure was 

utilized. 

 

D. Incorporation of Pre-Disaster Mitigation into other plans/planning 

measures  

Pursuant to Georgia law, local governments must prepare and adopt a 

comprehensive plan to maintain eligibility for state grants, loans and/or 

permits.  All local jurisdictions are diligent in maintaining their “Qualified 

Local Government” status.  Although the chief elected official of the 

jurisdiction is legally accountable for ensuring these plans are prepared in 

accordance with stringent state planning and procedural standards, and 

formally adopted, responsibility for ensuring this is accomplished is deferred 

to the chief administrative official.  The previous hazard mitigation plan was 

reviewed during the update process of the comprehensive plan. At that time 

there was very little connection between the two documents, however the 

push is on to further incorporate hazard mitigation into comprehensive 

planning and during the next comprehensive plan update this will be done  

Annual review and evaluation of this mitigation plan will serve to facilitate 

incorporation of mitigation measures into daily management functions of the 

local governments as well as the comprehensive plans of each jurisdiction, all 

scheduled to be updated no later than October 31, 2018.  The Southwest 

Georgia Regional Commission has helped not only with preparation of this 

plan but has also been helping the communities comply with comprehensive 

and other planning requirements.  In addition, digital maps prepared for this 

plan exceed the pre-disaster mitigation planning requirements.  Much of the 

mapped information included here does not appear on any local data base, 

but is useful for revealing the relationships between planning, management 
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and mitigation.  This resource is intended to provide a valuable link between 

mitigation, planning and management functions of the local governments.   

 

II.  MONITORING AND EVALUATION  

A. Method 

Local monitoring and evaluation will occur annually.  The EMA Director will 

review the plan at a local level to update administrative actions that have 

been taken, and revise the plan as needed.  The EMA Director will maintain a 

current, written record of progress made with plan implementation.  With 

the record of project information recorded during the course of the year(s) it 

will be useful for the end-of-year evaluation (and five-year update). Once the 

five year update comes it will be very useful to have the written record of 

accomplishments and notes ready to be discussed and inserted into the 

updated plan.  Assuming there is no change in the planning requirements; 

Early County will follow the same method as was done for this plan update, 

beginning around 2020. One of the first tasks of the EMA Director will be to 

determine the criteria to be used for evaluation of the plan.  Included among 

these criteria should be: 

 

 Do the goals and objectives continue to address expected conditions 

in Early County? 

 Is the risk assessment still appropriate, or has the nature or 

magnitude of the hazard and/or vulnerability changed over time? 

 Are current resources appropriate for implementing this plan? 

 Have lead agencies participated as originally proposed? 

 Have outcomes been adequate? 

 What problems have occurred in the implementation process? 

 Have member of the public been adequately involved in the process? 

Are their comments being heard? 

 

 B. Responsibility 

The responsibility of monitoring, reviewing and updating the plan will be the 

Early County Emergency Agency in cooperation with all county agency and 

all departments in the Cities of , Blakely, Jakin and Damascus.  The agency 
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may involve other regional, state, and private entities to assist in updating 

the plan. 

 

C. Timeframe 

Upon formal plan adoption the EMA Director will organize and assign 

specific responsibilities for plan implementation.  The EMA Director shall 

assess progress quarterly thereafter, and where necessary develop plan 

revisions or adjustments.  The EMA Director shall perform a progress 

evaluation of annual progress in December.  Based on the results of this 

evaluation appropriate steps will be taken to facilitate implementation 

during the subsequent year. 

 

D. Reporting 

Quarterly meetings between the EMA Director and the jurisdictions will be 

used as the reporting mechanism.  Presentations by the EMA Director will 

keep the local governments abreast of plan progress and any shortcomings in 

plan implementation.  This time will be used to adjust or supplement the plan 

in the event of significant problems or difficulties, and will help maintain 

responsibility and accountability among the participants.  The EMA Director 

will make periodic reports to the board of commissioners concerning 

implementation progress.   

Due to a change of EMA Director, the monitoring of the Pre-Hazard 

Mitigation Plan was done rather haphazardly.  

 

 

III.  MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL STRATEGY AND CONSIDERATIONS  

 

The Early County Emergency Management Agency (EMA) is the authorized 

agent of all of the municipalities for Pre-Disaster Mitigation planning.  These 

officials are responsible for the administrative personnel and day-to-day 

operations of their respective local governments, mitigation activities 

proposed in the plan, and their respective jurisdiction’s responsibilities for 
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plan implementation.  It is these individuals who will present and 

recommend to the governing body policy changes, ordinance adoption, or 

initiate revisions in administrative procedures necessary to accomplish goals 

of the mitigation plan.  These individuals have responsibility for ensuring 

that action steps specific to their respective jurisdictions are implemented, 

and reporting progress to the executive committee. 

  

IV. PLAN UPDATE AND MAINTENANCE  

   

A. Public involvement 

Many of the action steps identified in this plan require direct interaction with 

the general public.  These occasions will be used not only to share critical 

information needed by the public, but to inform residents of local mitigation 

activities and to solicit public participation throughout the year.  As an 

official creation of the county, meetings of the executive committee are 

“public”.  Consequently, all such meetings will be posted in advance of the 

meeting date, and the local print media will receive notification directly.  The 

2019 update of the plan is expected to bear little resemblance to the current 

document.  For that reason, and because it is an official plan of each local 

jurisdictions, a publicly advertised hearing will be held at the beginning of 

the update process to inform the public and to solicit public participation.  A 

second hearing will be held near the end of the update process for public 

comment. 

 

Responsible officials of involved organizations and agencies should 

recommend revisions at any time and provide information periodically as to 

change of personnel and available resources which would bear on the 

provisions of this plan and its implementation. 

 

To facilitate the goal of continued public involvement in the planning 

process, the EMA will assure that the following steps are taken: 

 The public will be directly involved in the update and review of the 

plan as members of the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Planning Committee. 
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 Copies of the plan will be kept on hand at appropriate agencies 

throughout Early County. Contained in the plan is the address and 

phone number of the EMA employee responsible for keeping track of 

public comments on the plan. 

 The plan will be available on the City/County’s website, and will 

contain an e-mail address and phone number the public can use for 

submitting comments and concerns about the plan. 

 A public meeting will be held annually to provide the public with a 

forum for expressing concerns, opinions, and ideas. The EMA will set 

meeting schedules and dates and use County resources to publicize 

and host this meeting. 

 

 

B. Timeframe 
It is not presently known what planning standards will apply to the 2019 

plan update.  Consequently, it is difficult to accurately predict the specific 

timetable which will be needed.  The comprehensive plans of jurisdiction 

must be prepared, go through regional and state reviews and adopted by 

October 31, 2017.  Based on current assumptions of future mitigation 

planning standards, a committee structure and plan preparation process 

similar to that described in the introduction is proposed.  The first of two 

publicly advertised hearings will be held in summer of 2020 at the beginning 

of the update process to inform the general public and solicit public 

participation.  A second hearing will be held in late fall near the end of the 

update process for public comment prior to adoption by local governing 

bodies. 

 

C. Reporting 

The quarterly meetings of the executive committee will be used as the 

reporting mechanism.  Presentations by the various responsible parties to 

this committee will not only update the EMA Director, but keep the full 

executive committee abreast of plan progress and any shortcomings in plan 

implementation.  This time will be used to adjust, maintain or supplement 

the plan in the event of significant problems, difficulties or unanticipated 

success.  This reporting method will help maintain responsibility and 

accountability among the participants.  The EMA Director will make periodic 

reports to the board of commissioners concerning implementation progress.  
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The chief elected or chief administrative officer of all local governments 

serves on the executive committee.  These individuals will also report to their 

elected governing bodies progress made in plan implementation. 
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CHAPTER 5 –  CONCLUSION 

Summary of Changes:  

 No Changes 

I.  SUMMARY  

 

Local government adoption of this mitigation plan completes the third of four 

important steps.  Resources have been organized to address the issues 

associated with hazard mitigation.  Residents have identified the natural 

hazards most likely to affect the community and assessed the level of risk 

associated with each hazard.  Included in this document are the numerous 

steps which must yet be taken to reduce community exposure to the natural 

hazards most likely to occur.  The fourth step remains to be completed.  It is 

believed that implementation of the action steps identified herein will make 

the community much safer in the event another natural disaster should 

occur.  The community can capitalize on past successes in emergency 

preparedness to continue its efforts to provide for the health, safety and 

general well-being of the resident population.  

  

II.  REFERENCES 

Publications 

Numerous publications were utilized in compiling information for this plan.  Each 
sub-committee’s resources are indicated on the individual worksheets located in 
the appendices.  Some publications used include: 

1. The Albany Herald 
2. The Blakely Local 
3. Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) 
4. U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 
 

Numerous publications were utilized in compiling information for this plan.  Each 
sub-committee’s resources are indicated on the individual worksheets located in 
the appendices.  Some websites used include: 

1. GEMA 
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2. FEMA 
3. NCDC 

 

Web Sites -  

      http://www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-win/wwcgi.dll?wwEvent~storms 

      morgan@westegg.com 

     www.tornadoproject.com 

     http://www.dnr.state.ga.us/dnr/environ/  

     et.al.  

 

Additional sources of information 

The additional sources of information used in compiling this research were county 
records identifying past hazard events. 

Georgia Department of Natural Resources 

     Georgia Forestry Commission 

     Georgia Tornado Database 

     National Climatic Data Center 

     National Weather Service 

     University of Georgia 

    Center for Agribusiness and Economic Development 

     USDA Farm Services Agency 

     Newspaper articles 

     Interviews with local sources 

        Early County Joint Comprehensive Plan  

     Early County Emergency Operations Plan 2011 

        et al. 

http://www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-win/wwcgi.dll?wwEvent~Storms
mailto:morgan@westegg.com
http://www.tornadoproject.com/
http://www.dnr.state.ga.us/dnr/environ/

